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SESSION 2
Afternoon | 13.30 – 17.30

Chairpersons: M. CAPLINSKIENE – S. A. DOMITROVICH

**CLINICAL LEGAL AND FORENSIC MEDICINE**

**OP-23** Duration of the compulsory psychiatric forensic hospital treatment compared to maximum penalty sentences in the Republic of Croatia  
M. ĆURKOVIĆ

**OP-24** Criminal symbolism of “Pearling”. Case report and literature review  
A. LANZARONE

**OP-25** The mentally ill offenders in Italy are a legal category, but not a clinical-diagnostic cluster. Study of a particular population (art. 111, L.230/00)  
S. LIBIANCHI

**OP-26** Discernment in forensic psychiatric examination in Romania  
C. SCRIPCARU

**OP-27** Analysis of 58 cases of sexual violence bearing forensic interest. Congruence between the victim’s report and the data from laboratory analyses  
E. ALBANESE

**OP-28** Severe anal traumatic injuries after sexual abuse by father on a 11-month-old girl  
P. CATHALA

**OP-29** Medico-legal assistance to victims of torture seeking political asylum in Milano  
F. MAGLI

**OP-30** Outcomes of Claims Management Committee of Careggi Hospital in Florence for the period 2010–2014  
V. BARTOLINI

**OP-31** Surgical complication or medical error? A case report on different assessments and approaches  
S. CHIERICI

**OP-32** An analysis of obstetrics’ and gynecology’s litigations in the Rome criminal Court from 2000 to 2014  
F. DE-GIORGIO

**OP-33** Homicide and the unborn child. Is the fetus a person?  
N. JOUSSET

**OP-34** Clinical validation survey for blood loss quantification in forensic practice  
C. LARDI

**COFFEE BREAK**

**OP-35** Important role of autopsy in interpretation of medical accidents  
H. MATSUMOTO

**OP-36** Medical and dental professional liability in first-instance judgments issued by the civil court of Matera (Italy) during the period 2002–2013  
E. NUZZOLESE

**OP-37** Biosimilar drugs prescription and professional liability  
M. A. PIGA
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\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{OP-38} The physical restraint in health-care. A case report and legal-medicine consequences \texttt{E. SCALICI}
  \item \textbf{OP-39} Clinical case of a patient with atrial fibrillation and arterial embolism \texttt{B. SLAVCHEV}
  \item \textbf{OP-40} Criteria for assisted suicide. Geneva doctors' opinion \texttt{S. BURKHALDRT}
  \item \textbf{OP-41} Judicial verdicts after survived strangulation \texttt{D. K. FRÖHLICH}
  \item \textbf{OP-42} A pragmatic approach to test the reliability of permanent impairment classifications. A study applied to a sleep disorder \texttt{A. GOVI}
  \item \textbf{OP-43} Dead mantalking. Forensic evaluations of people who are no longer among the living \texttt{V. C. SHNAIDMAN}
\end{itemize}